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Abstract 

Genetic Algorithms have been used for a diverse range of applications. This paper investigates using them to evolve hash 
functions for dynamic data based on a sample set of the data to be hashed. This led to breaking the genetic algorithm's 
chromosomes into discrete modules which could be switched on and off, and using a two-state evaluator to evolve the 
solutions. 

1 Introduction 

There are essentially two categories of hashing -
Perfect and Imperfect. Perfect hashing is used when the 
data to be hashed is static. Algorithms have been 
developed to generate collision free hash functions for 
these situations. This has been taken one step further with 
minimal perfect hash functions which use exactly the same 
number of buckets as items to be hashed; 

On the other hand, when the data that is being 
hashed is dynamic, and may not even be known at point of 
coding, the choice of hash function is very important. 
McKenzie, Harries and Bell [4] investigated several hash 
functions used for commercial applications and found 
many of them sadly lacking. Generally the standard choice 
of hash function is based on those prescribed by Donald. E. 
Knuth [2]. 

These are of the style: 

ho = 0; h1 = kh;.J + C; 

H= hnMODN 
for 1 ~i ~ n 

Where k is some arbitrary integer, n is the size of 
the key, H is the final hash value, and N is the size of the 
hash table. They concluded that this type of hash function 
does work well with careful selection of k & N. 

There have been two recent developments of note 
for imperfect hashing: Universal Hash Functions and 
General Hash Functions. Universal Hashing was developed 
by J.L. Carter and M.N. Wegman in the late 1970's. 
Mainly used for security purposes the Universal Hash 
Function is designed for biases in the input which would 
cause unequal distribution. It avoids this by randomly 
selecting a function from a entire class of hash functions 
for every execution. Thus, even if by chance one of the 
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chosen hash functions do badly, next time around another 
will be chosen. which will most probably do much better. 

Robert Uzgalis in his paper "Hashing Myths" [6] 
casts serious doubt upon the usefulness of Universal Hash 
Functions (apart from security) and points to general hash 
functions for better performance. General hash functions 
are designed to do well with any data for any size hash 
table. They achieve this by adding noise to the data. usually 
by exclusively-or'ing characters of the key with a table of 
large random numbers which are combined together (again 
using exclusive-or) to build the final value which is then 
modulo'ed to the hash table size. 

This is the starting point for evolving hash 
functions using genetic algorithms. The assumption being 
that some sample data of the type that will be hashed is 
readily available for the genetic algorithm to evolve a hash 
function which is "general" for that type of data. One of the 
issues that is addressed is how representative must the 
sample data be to the final data that is to be hashed? It is 
also assumed that the approximate amount of data that will 
be in the hash table is known, and thus the hash table size 
can be chosen. 

2 Experiment Settings 

The genetic algorithm used is based on David 
Goldberg's definition found in his book "Genetic 
Algorithms: In Search, Optimisation and Machine 
Learning" [1]. The only difference being mutation which, 
rather than being an implicit operation active for crossover 
and reproduction, is a completely separate operation as 
described by John Koza [3]. 
The probabilities for the three operators are: 
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80% 
15% 
5% 

-Crossover 
- Reproduction 
-Mutation 

Crossover is 2 point. The population size is 2000 
and all experiments are set to run for 100 generations. 

' The Hashing Algorithm used is bucket chaining -
each bucket being a linked list. When probing the hash 
table, a found item is brought to the head of the list. 

The data used was a set of long filenames, some 
examples are: 

IFS_ 00 1/supercomputers/Predict/Predict/Operations 
IFS,:OOl/supercomputers!Predict/Predict!fRANSPARNT 
IFS_ 00 1/supercomputers/Predict/Predict/Operation 
IFS_OOI/supercomputers!Predict/Predict/W ALL-CLOCK 
IFS_ 00 1/supercomputers/Predict/Predict!I'ELLS 

The filenames' subdirectories change 
approximately every 10-20 filenames, so that there is 
change through all characters, but at different times 
through the filename set. 

For all experiments the sample representative data 
is 400 filenames from a total of 2000. The 400 was 
extracted by taking every fifth. (Note: various other 
experiments used different strategies for selecting the 
sample data, such as randomly, with similar results) 

To provide a benchmark to measure the evolved 
hash functions, the same data has been hashed by a general 
hash function called "PKP Hash" by Peter.K.Pearson [5] 
that is specifically designed for text strings. 

3 Chromosome Structure 

One of the problems with genetic algorithms is 
that they use static length chromosomes. Although this is 
fine for parameterisation problems, it doesn't lend itself 
easily to hash functions. To overcome this the hash 
function is constructed of simple discrete math expressions. 
A "result" variable is the accumulator for these operations. 
Each expression transforming the result variable using 
either: characters from the key that is being hashed, the 
length of the Key, or a constant. Thus the skeletal code for 
the function is: 

unsigned long 
hash( char Key[], int Keylength, int table_size) 
{ 
register unsigned long Result = <initialisation constant>; 

Result := Math Express/ono; 
Result := Math Expression1; 

Result := Math Expresslonn; 

retum(labs(Result)% table_size); 
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The final operation forces the returned result to be 
positive and limited to the table size so that a legal bucket 
number is always returned. 

As shown in Figure I it is now a matter of 
structuring the chromosome to contain the initialisation 
constant and the math expressions: 

Initialisation Constant Math Exen I Math Expr n I 

Figure 1: Chromosome Structure 

This still has the problem that the number of math 
expressions in the hash function are static. This would 
stifle the genetic algorithm in finding good hash functions 
by limiting its search to a small subset - those hash 
functions containing exactly n math expressions. Of course 
many of them would be redundant. For example, 
multiplying or dividing the result variable by 1, 
adding/subtracting zero, etc. 

To facilitate a more flexible system an "active" 
flag is built into each mathematical expression. This flag 
dictates whether the math expression should be skipped or 
not. In essence this forces a maximum number of math 
expressions but not a minimum. 

The Math Expression structure allows a wide 
range of operations to be pedormed on the Result variable. 
For example: 

Result = Result * Keylength 
Result= Result % Key[O]; 
Result= Result AND Key[Keylength- 5]; 

These expressions strung together encased in the 
skeletal code above make up the final hash function. 

Figure 2 is the structure of the math expression, .It 
is made up of a control byte (which is broken up into a 
active flag, a parameter type, and a math operator) and a 
32bit parameter.The purpose of the 32bit parameter varies 
depending on the Parameter Type. If, for example the 
parameter type is Key Indexed Backwards then the 
parameter becomes the index number. (In the last 
expression in the example above it would be 5). On the 
other hand, if the Parameter Type is Integer Constant then 
the parameter simply reflects the actual 32bit integer. In the 
case of the parameter acting as an index it becomes 
unsigned and is moduloed to the Key length if its value is 
greater than the length of the key to stop out of bounds 
accesses. 

Math Operations 5 through to 10 are all boo lean 
bitwise operations. The last two (left and right shift) shifts 
the bits in the Result variable left or right. The 32bit 
parameter has all but its lower 5 bits masked out to force 
the number of bit shifts to be less than 32. 
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Control Byte Control Bvte: 
1 bit - active (True I False) Parameter (32bitsl r-2 bits -parameter type 
4 bits - math operator -

t r 
Parameter T:t£le: Math O!:!grator: 

0: Integer Constant 0: addition 
1: Key Indexed Forwards 1 : subtraction 
2: Key Indexed Backwards 2: multiplication 
3: Keylength 3: division 

4: modulo 
5:and 
6: inclusive or 
7: exclusive or 
8: one's 
complement 
9: left shift 
1 0: right shift 

Figure 2: Math Expression Structure. 

For the experiments performed the maximum 
number of math expressions in a chromosome was set to 
20. 

4 First Attempts 

The first step to producing a good hash function 
for the series of data which the sample data represents, is to 
evolve hash functions which do well with just the sample 
data. The fitness value for each chromosome (hash 
function) will obviously be based on how well that hash 
function performs. 

In their paper 'Selecting a Hashing Algorithm' 
B.J.McKenzie, R Harries and T.Bell [4] state that the 
criteria for a good hash function is: 

(1) the degree to which the algorithm uniformly distributes 
candidate keys over the possible values; 

(2) the speed with which the algorithm executes. 

Dealing with (1), a hash function measurement 
program was designed which extracted the following 
information about the hash function, (any of these 
attributes could then be used as part of the raw fitness 
calculations) : 
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• Shortest Chain 
• Longest Chain 
• Number of Empty Chains 
• Average Chain Length 
• Variance (Standard Deviation") 
• Shortest Distance between two non-empty chains 
• Longest Distance between two non-empty chains 
• Uniformity of Average Distance between two non
empty chains 

Obviously there are many permutations of subsets 
of the above attributes, to base the fitness on. For example: 
decreasing the longest chain and average chain length; or, 
moving the average distance uniformity towards its 
optimum value. These possibilities (and many others) were 
tried and all worked to varying degrees. The major 
difference being the number of generations necessary. It 
was not too difficult to discover that the best choice was, 
rather than having the raw fitness calculated on multiple 
attributes, to simply base it on the variance (the smaller the 
variance the higher the fitness). Using this, all other 
attributes moved towards their optimum values. 

With regard to the issue of speed of the function: 
the set of math operators that is used for selection in a hash 
function are timed beforehand. As a Hash function is 
evaluated a "speed attribute" is calculated which can then 
be used as part of the raw fitness. Interestingly, because of 
the rigid chromosome structure and maximum number of 
math expressions allowed in a hash function, even a 
function evolved without speed as part of the fitness 
calculations is very fast relative to the benchmark, in most 
cases approximately 25 - 40% faster. Also, the size of the 
function is much smaller (on average approximately 10 
math expressions -thus -10 lines ofC code). 

5 Expansion toward the complete 
set of data 

Although evolving hash functions based on the 
sample data for the sample data was straightforward, this 
was not the case when tested with all the data. Figure 3 thru 
to 5 are graphs of example runs based on the fitness criteria 
described in section 4. The y axis for each graph is the 
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bucket variance (the variance of the chain lengths in the 
hash table) for the entire data, the x axis is the generation 
number. 

e 
5 

~ ••• -4~~-~----------------------~ 
o m ro ~ ~ ro ro m ro oo 100 

Generations 

-+- CorrlJ!ele Data ... Sarrple Data 

Figure 3: Example run of the genetic algorithm displaying 
the variance over its generations. 
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Figure 4: Second run of the genetic algorithm 
demonstrating its poor variance for the complete data. 

The benchmark PKP hash function produced a 
variance of 11.35 for the complete data. 

The problem, as can be seen, is that although the 
bucket variance for the sample data is decreasing, the 
bucket variance for the complete data is oscillating 
between fair to very bad values. 
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~-~·~~·~·~~·~·· -.·------------~· 
5 10 15 ro 25 ~ 35 ~ 45 ro 

Gereralons 

-+- CorrlJ!ele Data ... Sa'Jlle D!ta 

Figure 5: Graph of a run showing a wildly oscillating 
variance for the complete data. 

However, Figure 4 shows a very different picture 
of evolution, with the general variance trend downwards 
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and the amplitude of the oscillations decreasing. 
Unfortunately this is not a predictable event, or even 
probable event, using this fitness measure. Several runs 
were performed, each telling a different story. The chance 
of completing a run with a relatively low variance was 
quite good, but not probable enough to be acceptable. 

Each of these experiments ran for 100 
generations, and, apart from Figure 4, there is no regularity 
in the graphs. It is quite possible that generation 110 might 
have brought a excellent variance of under 8, but then 
again, it could have increased to 23. 

If the sample data was perfectly representative, 
then a hash function which uniformly distributed the 
samples would also uniformly distribute all the data. Other 
tests were performed using different algorithms for 
selecting the sample data, such as random selection. The 
results were neither better nor worse than before. 

This is one of the more common problems with 
Genetic Algorithms. What do you ask the Genetic 
Algorithm to find for you? - In essence: what is the 
makeup of the raw fitness? It was relatively easy to set the 
genetic algorithm (described in Section 4) to evolve hash 
functions that have low variances for the sample data 
because the variance required was available for fitness 
calculations. But in the case of evolution for the complete 
data set, this, as discovered, is not the same. 

In plain english the question to be put to the Genetic 
Algorithm is: 

"Please evolve hash junctions that, based on the 
characteristics of the sample data will have low variance 

for all data that is similar. " 

The situation at hand has two problems. Firstly, 
given the statistics that can be extrapolated from hashing 
the sample data with evolved hash functions, it does not 
necessarily mean that the attributes to be used in the raw 
fitness calculations are part of those statistics that are 
available. Secondly, even if such information was 
available, the way in which this knowledge is combined 
into the raw fitness is very difficult to discover. In fact, if 
computing power would allow, one possibility would be to 
use a Meta-ga to discover which statistics should be used in 
the raw fitness calculations and what the optimum genetic 
algorithm parameters are. 

6 Detrimental Detail 

First thoughts about the problem of broadening 
the genetic algorithm to handle all data as opposed to just 
the sample data, was that the hash functions being 
produced were honing in on specific features of the sample 
data rather than using it to generalise for similar data. 

Two methods were attempted to reconcile this 
situation. Firstly, for each generation, only a percentage 
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(60-80%) of the sample data were used to calculate the 
fitness. This subset was randomly chosen. The theory was 
that if not all the data was given at any one time, the 
genetic algorithm would generalise for the subsets which 
would in turn produce better hash functions for the 
complete data. 

The second method that was tried was to generate 
hybrid data based on the original sample data. This was 
created using an operation very similar to crossover (in 
genetic algorithms). Two keys (from the sample data set) 
were randomly selected along with a random crossover 
point. The characters from the crossover point to the end of 
the keys was swapped and the new keys added to the 
sample. The idea was that the hybrid data added with the 
original samples would retain the properties of the data but 
lose the specific anomolies present in the samples. 

Unfortunately, neither of these methods produces 
results any better than those found in Section 5. They were 
of no additional benefit. This relates back to the issue of 
how representative is the sample data. The two attempts, 
along with the results found in Section 5, did have a 
positive outcome. No matter which sample data selection 
algorithm was used, it was possible to evolve hash 
functions that do well for the complete data set based on 
the sample data (the global minimum variances of the 
graphs equal or better the benchmark variance (11.35). 
Even though the sample data isn't perfectly representative 
of the complete data. 

7 Data Measurement 

Based on the information that the fitness function 
can draw on (listed in Section 4) no relationship could be 
extrapolated that would follow the variance trends found in 
the graphs of Section 5. 

A new form of measurement was devised. The intention 
was to measure the diversity of data in each bucket. 
Unfortunately this was more difficult to do accurately than 
first supposed. The method than was decided upon was to 
simply treat each character as its ascii integer code and sum 
them - this result is called the "data tag". 

This would, of course, be far from perfect, with 
keys made up of the same characters in different 
permutations being calculated as the same data tag. 

This method had the advantage of not giving 
precedence to any of the characters in the keys, and not 
having to deal with special cases for different length keys. 
It does provide an adequate transformation of different 
length keys to a 1 dimensional "tag" value. The variance of 
the data tags for each bucket in the hash table is measured 
and summed to produce the "data diversity" attribute. 

An example analysis of a this diversity measure 
along with the corresponding variance graph is given. The 
peaks from the data diversity (Figure 7) approximately 
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follow the troughs from the variance graph (Figure 6). The 
actual values of the data diversities mean nothing by 
themselves - they describe the data diversity relative to the 
other diversity readings. 
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Figure 6: Variance of this graph shows inverse 
relationship with graph in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Data Diversity Graph for run of a Genetic 
Algorithm for 70 generations. 

70 

70 

As stated before, this diversity measurement isn't 
100% accurate. But it provides enough information for its 
required purpose. Of course, including this data diversity 
attribute in the fitness equation may transform it so as not 
to reflect the complete data variance so accurately, or at 
worst, prOduce unpredictable variances oscillating even 
more wildly than before. 
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8 Evolution with Data Diversity 

The data diversity attribute was combined into the 
fitness calculations and weighted so as not to dominate the 
variance attribute. The attributes are adjusted using this 
equation, as suggested by John Koza [3]: 

1 

1 + attribute 

This adjustment benefits the fitness by 
exaggerating the importance of small differences in the 
value of the raw fitness as it approaches zero. Results using 
this new fitness calculation were average to fair. The 
benchmark's variance was 11.35, the target aimed for by 
the evolved hash functions was at least below 10. The 
problem all the runs exhibited though, was that none of 
them produced a hash function which had a variance below 
10 on the complete data set, which is unusual considering 
the hash functions evolved in Section 5 didn't contain this 
measurement (their fitness based only on sample data hash 
table's variance) and they did produce functions whose 
variance for the complete data was below 10. Furthermore 
the complete data variance was unstable and had no 
regularity across the generations. Figures 8 - 11 are four 
graphs of runs completed using these settings. 

V 

a 30 

25 

a 20 
n 15 

c ----------------~====~~ e 10 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Generations 

-- E\01\A:ld - Benchmark 

Figure 8: Run 1 using Data Diversity Attribute as part of 
fitness function. 

Each of these graphs show a general decrease in 
the variance along the X axis (generations), but two of the 
four (Figures 9 & 10) do not finish on the best variance 
found thus far, and only one produced a hash function with 
a variance under 10 (Figure 11). The tests were re-tried 
varying the genetic algorithm parameters, e.g. increasing 
the population size, modifying the operator percentiles, etc. 
But to no avail. 
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Figure 9: Run 2 using Data Diversity Attribute as part of 
fitness function. 
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Figure 10: Run 3 using Data Diversity Attribute as part of 
fitness function. 
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Figure 11: Run 4 using Data Diversity Attribute as part of 
fitness function. 
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As well, different member selection algorithms 
were tried: Fitness Proportionate, Tournament and Rank 
Selection - again producing no good variance results. One 
interesting point to note is that Tournament selection using 
2 members for each choice was found to always produce 
slightly better results than the other two methods. 

9 Two State Evaluator 

V .. 
a 
n 

30 ··· ·· ······ ······· ····· ····· ······· ······ ·· ·· ··················· ··· ········· ···· ···· ·· ······ ·· ··· ······ ···· ·· 

c 10 ...... ... .... ............ ............. .. .. .. .... ........... .. .. . ... .. . . . 

• 
5 ........ .. ... . ..... .. ...... ...... .. .. .. .. .... . ......... . .. ... .. ..... .... .. ... .... .. ... ...... ............... . 

5 10 15 20 25 
Generalionl 

30 35 40 45 

Figure 12: Example Run No.l using Two-State Evalulator. 

For the Genetic Algorithm to evolve better hash 
functions, a different fitness/evaluation criteria was 
necessary. Rather than have a combined raw fitness. A 
two-state evaluator was used. In state 0 evolved hash 
functions' fitness was based on the variance: in state 1 it 
was based upon the data diversity attribute. The state could 
then be toggled every n'th generation. 

30 ......... .. ........... ... ... .... ... . .. ............... ......... .. ................... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. 

V a 20 .. ..... .. .......... .............. .... .. .... ........... .. . .................. .................. .... .. .. ... . 

r ! 15 ...... ................................. .... .. ........ . ...... .. ................. ..... ..... ..... . ... ...... .. 

n 
~ 1 ............ . .... .. ...... .. ....... .. .. C':': ... - ....... _-=---=--·"-"-""'-'""~--:.:.:--·:.:.:--·:::· -- :::· .. .:.:.:· ".:.:.:·--~- .. ~ ... :::. ... :::. ... :::. .. ::.:. ... = .. .. 

5 ........ . .. . ....... ....................... .. ..... ........ .. ............. ... ........................... .... . 

10 20 
Genendions 

30 40 

Figure 13: Example Run No.2 using Two-State Evalulator. 

To find the optimum value for n, a series of 
genetic algorithms were set up to test the range for n of 1 -
8. Each possible n was tested with 5 genetic algorithm 
runs. It was found that as the value of n approached 1 that 
the average variance decreased and the variances across the 
runs were more consistent. The higher n was, the more 
sporadic the results were. One run may produce an 
excellent variance of 8.0, but another may only reach a 
value of 12.5. Figures 12 to 15 are example runs with n set 
to 1. 
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Figure 14: Example Run No.3 using Two-State Evalulator. 

The repetition of chromosomes in the population 
was measured, and with the two-state evaluator, it 
oscillated between 0- 4%. Though this is due in part to the 
chromosome selection algorithm (Tournament). 
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a 

25 ..... .... ..... ........ ..... ......... . ... .... .. ....... .... ... .. ....... .. .. .... ... ..... ..... .... .... . 

20 .. ... .. ... ...... . ..... .. .. ... .. . .... .. ... .... .. .. ..... .... ........... .. . ..... ....... .. ..... .. ...... .... ... . 

5 ... .. .. ... .. ....... ...... ............ .. .... .... ...... .. .... ...... ... ... ...... ..... ... ...... ... .... ... ..... . . 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Generalklns 

Figure 15: Example Run No.4 using Two-State Evalulator. 

However, the evolved hash functions had two 
very interesting properties. Firstly, if they were evolved for 
a hash table size of 200, they would work equally well with 
table sizes of multiples of 10. If tried with a table size of 
201 they would do very poorly. The evolved hash functions 
appear to be locking into the characteristics of the hash 
table size as well as the characteristics of the sample data. 

The second property of note is that a\the hash 
functions performed better than the benchmark for similar 
data that it wasn't evolved to handle (or that the sample 
data contained). 

For example, the majority of the tests were based 
on file pathnames. The data that hash functions were 
designed to perform well with was the frrst 2000 paths (out 
of a set of 70,000). The sample data was 400 items (every 
5th from the 2000). But, testing the hash function with the 
frrst 4000, 8000, and 16000 paths showed that it still 
performed well. Figure 16 compares the variance of a 
evolved hash function with the benchmark hash function. 

Even up to 8000 data items the evolved hash 
function performs favourably compared to the benchmark. 
Considering that the function was evolved based on only 
400 items (every 5th up to 2000), which is only 5% of 
8000, it has performed beyond what was expected. Using a 
sample based on filename paths collected from all 8000 
filenames as opposed to only the first 2000 would produce 
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a much better hash function. What can be concluded from 
the bar graph in Figure 16 is that the performance 
degradation of the hash function, as_ the amount of data to 
be hashed is increased (so the sample data becomes less 
representative) is a slow one, rather than a exponential 
drop. 
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Figure 16: Comparison of an evolved hash function to the 
benchmark hash fuction. 

To help clarify an evolved hash function and how 
the chromosome structuring for the math expressions 
translates to actual code, the code for the evolved function 
that generated the results for Figure 16 is: 

hash(char *Key, register int KeyLength, int table_size) 
{ 
register long Result= 13312; 

Result = Result • Key[23422 % KeyLength]; 
Result = Result « (Key[58 % KeyLength) & Ox03); 
Result = Result - Key[97 % KeyLength]; 
Result= Result I Key[KeyLength- 1 - (114% KeyLength)]; 
Result= Result + KeyLength; 
Result= -Result; 
Result = Result+ 1; 
Result= Result • 22016; 
Result= Result • 22566; 
Result= Result- Key[KeyLength- 1); 
Result= Result • Key[KeyLength - 9]; 
Result = Result I Key[KeyLength - 1 - (13912 % KeyLength)]; 
Result = Result - 1 ; 
Result= Result • Key[KeyLength - 6]; 
Result = Result - Key[KeyLength - 5]; 
Result = Result - Key[KeyLength - 9]; 
Result = Result+ Key[KeyLength- 1 - (10819% KeyLength)]; 

return{labs(Result) % table_size); 

Automated post-optimising would be a relatively 
trivial task to collapse a sequence of math expressions in 
the code that involve the Result "accumulator" variable and 
constants. 

10 Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be drawn from this work. 
Firstly, using Genetic Algorithms to evolve hash functions 
based on sample representative data does produce very 
good hash functions, with a lower variance, and thus a 
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more uniform distribution of keys across the hash table, as 
well as being much faster than the more general type of 
hash functions. Due to the nature of the Genetic Algorithm, 
evolving several hash functions based on the same sample 
data will produce functions of varying quality, However as 
the experiments provided in Section 9 (Figures 12-15) 
demonstrate, all were found to be produce a lower variance 
and were approximently 25 - 40% faster than the 
benchmark hash function. Another important aspect is that 
the sample data, although its representation cannot be 
quantified, does not have to be "very" representative. No 
matter what selection algorithm was used, (ranging from 
random selection, to using every n'th) an evolved hash 
function out-performed the benchmark. 

Secondly, it is clear that it is possible to encode 
simple math expressions into a genetic algorithm 
chromosome by dissecting the chromosome into discrete 
expressions which have an active flag. This flag allows an 
expression to be toggled off and on. The genetic algorithm 
handled this structure very well, as evidenced by the hash 
function results. This technique could be broadened for 
more general mathematical functions. 

Lastly, the results indicate that if fitness is based 
on multiple attributes, rather than combing these into one 
fitness value having an n-state evaluator that cycles through 
the attributes every mth generation; the outcome in this 
case, was significantly better hash functions. The fitness 
and evaluation algorithms are arguably the most important 
components in dictating how good the solutions produced 
by the genetic algorithm will be. 
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